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Abstract
Intelligent virtual agents have many societal uses, specifically in situations in which the presence of real humans would be
prohibitive. In particular, virtual receptionists can perform a variety of tasks associated with visitor and employee safety, e.g.,
during the COVID-19 pandemic. In this poster, we present our prototype of a virtual receptionist that employs computer vision
and meta-learning techniques to identify and interact with a visitor in a manner similar to that of a real human receptionist.
Specifically we employ a meta-learning-based classifier to learn the visitors’ faces from the minimal data collected during a
first visit, such that the receptionist can recognize the same visitor during follow-up visits. The system also makes use of deep
neural network-based computer vision techniques to recognize whether the visitor is wearing a face mask or not.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Intelligent agents; Object identification;

1. Introduction
Thanks to recent advances in intelligent virtual agent technologies [NBB∗ 19], agents have shown their uses for a wide range
of social situations in which the presence of real humans would
be prohibitive. This is in particular true for the current COVID-19
pandemic, which introduced the need for new social norms, such
as maintaining social distancing and wearing a mask, which could
be ensured in public spaces by using virtual receptionists.
Detecting and identifying a visitor is an example of a “simple”
and yet essential skill for a receptionist. A more advanced skill related to the COVID-19 pandemic would be for virtual receptionists
to screen visitors to reduce the risk of infection, e.g., by encouraging social distancing and mask-wearing. Such virtual receptionists,
in particular when realized via commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
projectors/screens and cameras, are attractive even for comparatively small companies/organizations that would not usually deploy
a human receptionist. Virtual receptionists require integrating several software components, including face recognition, natural language processing, rendering, and a dialogue system.
In terms of functionality, it is more important than ever for virtual
receptionists to be able to recognize repeat visitors; for instance,
recognizing whether a person entering the space had a positive
(or negative) COVID-19 test the week before can inform how the
receptionist routes that person. Finally, the protocols and requirements are changing rapidly, which require receptionists to adapt
quickly to such changes. These desired adaptations can only be
accomplished with learning algorithms that can be quickly tuned
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with minimal data. In this work, we describe the design and implementation of an embodied virtual receptionist aiming to satisfy the
aforementioned requirements during the COVID-19 pandemic.
2. The Embodied Virtual Receptionist Prototype
Embodied Virtual Character and Natural Interface. We designed a humanoid virtual character using Adobe Fuse Character
Creator and animated it with Mixamo. We performed a pilot test
with available COTS hardware and found an appropriate choice in
the use of a projected virtual character that allows us to create a lifesized receptionist on any wall in a public space. The setup is shown
in Figure 1. The code for the central controller of our system is
available at: https://github.com/sharare90/ARVR-LabAgent-Controller.
Face Recognition and Re-identification. We compared the performance of two state-of-the-art publicly available libraries: Adam
Geitgey’s Face Recognition library (AGFRL) built on top of
dlib [Kin09] and FaceNet [SKP15]. These libraries use large neural networks with more than 20 million parameters. To achieve
the same performance with smaller networks, we suggest applying
meta-learning that can adapt to new situations with a few examples.
The most important performance metrics of our system are
the speed and accuracy of the face recognition. For the speed
metric, we report the system response for the compared algorithms, averaged over five runs. For the accuracy metric, we consider the accuracy of the system when encountering new users
the system has not seen before. For fair comparisons, we applied pre-trained weights on VGGFACE2 [CSX∗ 18] whenever
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Figure 1: The embodied virtual receptionist prototype.
Table 1: The average accuracy (with a 95% confidence interval),
the average evaluation time per image on CelebA dataset, and the
number of parameters for different methods.
Algorithm
MAML
ProtoNets
FaceNet
AGFRL

# of Parameters
4.5 M
4.5 M
23.5 M
21.8 M

Time (seconds)
6.34 × 10−6
8.25 × 10−6
1.28 × 10−4
1.25

Accuracy (%)
90.55 ± 0.50
95.17 ± 0.38
96.28 ± 0.30
90.05 ± 0.59

Figure 2: Results of the mask wearing classifier.
3. Conclusions
We designed a virtual receptionist with basic and advanced skills
related to recognizing visitors and determining whether or not they
comply with COVID-19 related mask-wearing rules. We implemented functionalities for face recognition and face mask detection. We also trained two meta-learning algorithms on a large, diverse face dataset and showed that it is possible to use a much
smaller network that can adapt to unseen situations with 15 to 20
times faster than the current state of the art approaches.

we used an off-the-shelf method, and also trained all metalearning approaches on VGGFACE2. For tests, we leveraged the
CelebA [LLWT15] dataset. Our experimental protocol follows
meta-learning benchmarks’ evaluation. We reported 95% confidence interval for the accuracy over 1000 different classification
tasks (5000 faces). We show that we can use much smaller networks
for face recognition by leveraging meta-learning techniques such as
MAML [FAL17] and ProtoNets [SSZ17]. We build on the publicly
available code by Khodadadeh et al. [KBS19]. See Table 1 for the
results. Our implementation is available at https://github.com/siavashkhodadadeh/MetaLearning-TF2.0/tree/master/models/face-recognition.
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Face Mask Classification. Determining whether the incoming
users are wearing a mask or not is an important component of our
prototype. We achieve this by training a classifier using transfer
learning, a technique that uses knowledge gained from solving a
different but related problem. We report the accuracy of our algorithm on a publicly available dataset for face mask classification (MaskML: https://makeml.app/datasets/mask). The dataset contains 853 images of 4072 faces belonging to two classes: with
mask, without mask or mask worn incorrectly. We split this dataset
into train, validation, and test with 80%, 10%, and 10% ratio, respectively. The code is available at: https://github.com/sharare90/FaceMask-Classifiaction . The accuracy on train, validation, and test data
are 95.47%, 89.93%, and 89.95%, respectively. See Figure 2 for a
set of images from with and without mask classes with their accuracy. Note that this is not in conflict with face re-identification.
Here, we only classify whether the user is wearing a mask or not.
In face re-identification, we aim to re-identify the same person in
subsequent frames regardless of whether they are wearing a mask
or not. Recognizing the same person with and without a mask is
not the purpose of this work and introduces new challenges that we
leave for future research.
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